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Inspired by Rebecca Solnit in 2008 in her essay “Men Explain Things to Me: 
Facts Didn't Get in Their Way”, netizens coined the term “mansplaining”. This 
term is used to describe arrogant men who exhibit a combination of 
“overcon�dence and cluelessness” by needlessly explaining things to 
women in a patronising manner. 

In one case, a man named Steve Santagati proclaims himself to be an 
“expert” on how women think and feel. On CNN, he boldly “mansplained” in 
front of two women, claiming that women loved to be harassed and 
catcalled, regardless of how attractive the man may or may not be. 

As it gradually rose to prominence within the feminist community, the 
term set foot into mainstream media by being featured as one of New York 
Times Words of the Year in 2010. Following that, it was added to the English 
lexicon in 2014 by Oxford Dictionaries.

More than just condescending behaviour, mansplaining reveals a long 
history of su�ering under a patriarchal system, where women had to 
constantly �ght to be recognised on par with men. This started with 
women’s su�rage movements that date back to the 19th century, giving 
rise to strikes into the 21st century as men continue to talk down to 
women. One case is the Boston protest in January 2017, when millions of 
women of all races, religions, and sexualities took to the streets to directly 
protest against Trump’s discriminatory laws and call for an end to sexism.

Is this behaviour exclusive to men?

Not necessarily, but there has to be reason as to how the term 
“mansplaining” has become popular. Cutting across generations, 
social pressures have created a standard of masculinity for men, 
who are expected to be dominant or con�dent. As such, some 
men happen to inherit this “overcon�dence and cluelessness”, 
which subconsciously manifests in their condescending manner 
towards women. 

While mansplaining is generally characterised in males, it can also 
be similarly perceived in females as “womansplaining” when they 
nag at others.

Moving forward, terms like “mansplaining” might ironically 
reinforce social constructs that we loathe and hope to remove. 
Given the nature of the word, it can come across as a pejorative or 
derogatory term for men, as it immediately assumes pompous 
behaviour like “mansplaining” to be hardwired in their nature and 
gender-speci�c to males. Furthermore, while such a term is used to 
accurately describe some men, it has also been abused to 
incriminate innocent men for the smallest of things.

In 2017, Mitch Fi�eld was accused by Katy Gallagher of 
“mansplaining” during an Australian Senate Committee hearing, 
leading to a viral backlash against Gallagher for her misuse of the 
term and for her unprofessional behaviour. Since then, it has 
raised questions as to whether the term “mansplaining” was 
necessary, as the unrestrained use of the term may have actually 
retrogressed the debate on feminist issues and problems.

Let’s clear the air…

Although “mansplaining” is a portmanteau of “man” and the 
colloquial form of “explaining”, it can be used in situations that are 
entirely removed from gender roles. The term has been 
copy-pasted in other situations and has even taken on new forms, 
like “whitesplaining”, “womansplaining”, “blacksplaining”, 
“momsplaining”, and more. Unfortunately, the birth of such terms 
have compounded tensions and complicated matters against the 
the backdrop of race and gender issues.

Frankly speaking, self-important and contemptuous behaviour 
should never be accepted anywhere regardless of one’s gender, 

race or religion. Self-censorship will always be crucial for 
anyone in a civilised society. 

Even Solnit feels that the term “mansplaining” might be 
more harsh and “condemnatory” than she wanted it to 

be of men, so instead of using the term, more comfort-
able forms of non-gendered terms have to be used to 
advance a more mature debate on feminist issues. 

Rather than using “mansplaining” or 
“womansplaining”, we can try to provide 

constructive criticism on a person’s 
behaviour through neutral adjectives such as 

“arrogant”, “rude”, and “condescending” instead. At the 
end of the day, “mansplaining” is less of a gendered 
issue, but more of a human issue.

By Yuki Koh

THE ISSUE WITH MANSPLAINING

Big Man 
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Much like armpit hair or pubes, putting nipples on men doesn’t really seem to 
serve a purpose except men would look weird without them. However, male 
nipples may hold the key to helping us see gender equality. Here are some ways 
that the male nipple has been misunderstood, and perhaps, overlooked in its 
potential to be more than just pectoral garnish.

ALL MEN ARE CREATED EQUAL: 
WE WERE ALL WOMEN
This is truer than you think, because all babies start off as girls: it is 
a generic human template. Yep, all males start life as females, that 
is, until their Y chromosomes (the stuff that makes them males) kick 
in. But it’s too late to stop female characteristics to be built in, like 
nipples. 

But that’s not all. All males, like females, also develop the ‘milk line’ 
– essentially an internal piping from the armpits to the groin that 
contains milk. Along this ‘milk line’, females eventually develop 
breasts, and males just have a pair of nipples.

EQUALITY IN THE HOUSEHOLD, FINALLY!
Many men may be bad at picking up the slack in terms of household 
chores, but if they wanted to show that they truly understand the 
inequalities women experience at home, they can help feed the baby. 
With their own mammaries.

Guys can lactate too. Some newborn boys actually leak milk – known as 
"witch's milk" – from their nipples. Male lactation has been observed in 
animals like cats and goats, and Charles Darwin, in his 1871 thesis, 
explained that early man, ably outfitted with mammary glands, divvied 
up breastfeeding duties with the women.

In an African pygmy tribe called Aka, there have been documented cases 
of males nursing babies, and in 2002, a Sri Lankan father of two made 
headlines for breastfeeding his daughters after his wife died. Scientists 
also documented lactation in male WWII prison camp survivors soon 
after they received adequate nutrition after months of starvation.

Adult men can experience galactorrhea 
– when nipples ooze milk – when they 
stimulate the nipples too much, or if 
there are disorders or medications 
that mess up the hormones, or if 
they’re overweight (fat can increase 
estrogen levels). Cuddling or spending 
time with a baby has been shown to 
increase the amount of prolactin (the 
hormone that stimulates milk production) 
males produce, while cutting down 
testosterone. Combined with the physical stimulus of a suckling infant, 
men can actually breastfeed (no word on the quality of milk though)!

It seems that men too have a pair of tools and the power to help 
achieve true equality with women.

WITH POWER COMES RESPONSIBILITY
If men have nipples that are dry or chafed (due to eczema, perhaps), they can 
develop cysts that can lead to cracks that allow bacteria to enter, 
resulting in mastitis or cellulitis. In a worst case scenario, men can also 
develop breast cancer when there is a painless lump or thickened breast 
tissue, or in advanced cases, open sores.

TWO’S COMPANY, 
THREE’S A CROWD

Since the nipples are connected to the milk line, 
why stop at a pair? By one count, one out of 
every 40 newborns have extra nipples. Men are 
more likely than women to develop a third 

nipple.  This commonly happens along the ‘milk 
line’, usually on the left side of male bodies. 

In 2012, an Indian case study saw a seven-nippled man, and even 
Harry Styles (the ex-One Direction member) has four nipples! Mark 
Wahlberg has (only) three.

Since they’re not as fully developed as regular nipples, they often pass 
off as round, pointed moles (you’re going to look at your moles real 
close now, aren’t you?). You can develop extra nipples anywhere, even 
on your hands or feet!

At least it’s better than having no nipples (unless you’re a male horse 
or mouse). Guys are also more likely than girls to have Poland 
syndrome in which a person is born without one or both nipples. 

Nipples are nature’s way of making men understand – albeit very slightly – the female anatomy. Sure, 
they may be less sexy than female versions, but science has proven that they are not as useless as they 

seem, especially when it comes to proving that men and women are created equal.

POINTS OF CONTENTION
What’s Up with Male Nipples?

by Nina Gan

xx xx xxxx
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HARRY STYLES

How well do you think you know the opposite sex? Take part in 

this improvised Battle of the Sexes stick game challenge with 

your friends and see how well you all fare with these gender- 

based questions!  Playing games that flex your knowledge is 

always a good way to relieve stress, isn’t it?

 stress relief 

What is the tagline for L'Oreal? Because you’re worth it.

Name a female hormone. Estrogen.

What's a female horse called? A mare.

Why do women feel bloated during menstruation? Water retention.

Name the female Nobel laureate in 2014 Malala Yousafzai.

What is the slogan for Gillette? The best a man can get.

Name a male hormone. Testosterone.

What's a male horse called? A stallion (or horse).

Can men lactate? Yes.

Who won the Nobel prize in 2009? Barack Obama.

Rules

1. Game can be 2, 4 or 8 players, split 
into Men’s and Women’s teams

2. Men’s team gets Men’s Sticks; 
Women’s team gets Women’s Sticks

3. Read out the questions to the 
opposite team. One correct answer 
means the stick is theirs.  

4. Take turns asking questions. 

5. First team to get all coloured sticks 
wins the game! (Feel free to make 
more sticks!)

Battle of the Sexes
Be the first team to win all 5 sticks!
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